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Wakker et al. (2003)

High-velocity clouds are clouds moving at fast speed 

HVCs exhibit H I 21cm emission that covers ~18% HI covering factor at at NHI > 2 x 1018 cm-2  (Wakker 1991).



High velocity clouds observed in HI 21 cm emission



High velocity clouds as evidence for a Galactic corona



What are high velocity clouds?
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Evidence for gas flows in Galactic halo or intergalactic clouds



Key Parameter: Distances of HVCs 

Illustration source: Wakker & Richter,SciAM, 2004



High velocity clouds located in the Milky Way’s halo

z

Wakker+ (1996)

d = ∞ d = 4 kpc d = 0.7 kpc 

Complex A not seen toward 
stars at -160 km/s, placing it 
beyond  4 kpc (z ~ 3 kpc).

More recent work with Keck/VLT:
Thom+ (2008), Wakker+ (2008), Wakker+ 
(2007)

H I HVCs within ~5–15 kpc.



Key Parameter: Metallicity of HVCs 
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Models of the chemical evolution of the Milky Way suggest that
the observed abundances of elements heavier than helium
(‘metals’) require a continuous infall of gas with metallicity
(metal abundance) about 0.1 times the solar value. An infall rate
integrated over the entire disk of the Milky Way of !1 solar mass
per year can solve the ‘G-dwarf problem’—the observational fact
that the metallicities of most long-lived stars near the Sun lie in a
relatively narrow range1–3. This infall dilutes the enrichment

arising from the production of heavy elements in stars, and
thereby prevents the metallicity of the interstellar medium from
increasing steadily with time. However, in other spiral galaxies,
the low-metallicity gas needed to provide this infall has been
observed only in associated dwarf galaxies4 and in the extreme
outer disk of the Milky Way5,6. In the distant Universe, low-
metallicity hydrogen clouds (known as ‘damped Ly! absorbers’)
are sometimes seen near galaxies7,8. Here we report a metallicity of
0.09 times solar for a massive cloud that is falling into the disk of
the Milky Way. The mass flow associated with this cloud repre-
sents an infall per unit area of about the theoretically expected
rate, and !0.1–0.2 times the amount required for the whole
Galaxy.

Our result is based on spectra of the Seyfert galaxy Markarian 290,
which samples the high-velocity cloud (HVC), complex C (ref. 9).
High-velocity clouds consist of neutral hydrogen moving at veloc-
ities incompatible with a simple model of differential galactic
rotation9. Complex C is approaching the Sun at !150 km s−1.
Assuming the tangential velocity is not extremely large, complex
C appears to be falling towards the Galactic plane at 50–100 km s−1,
after correcting for differential galactic rotation. Figure 1 presents an
all-sky map of the HVCs, with complex C highlighted. The spectra
are collected in Fig. 2.

S II absorption associated with complex C was observed using the
Goddard High Resolution Spectrograph on the Hubble Space
Telescope. S+ provides a good measure of the intrinsic metallicity
of a hydrogen cloud, as sulphur is one of a few elements in the
interstellar medium not depleted onto dust, while S+ is the domi-
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Complex C

Mrk290

Figure 1 All-sky map of the high-velocity clouds (HVCs) in Aitoff projection, from 21-cm
surveys9. HVCs consist of gas moving at velocities incompatible with a simple model of
differential galactic rotation. The Galactic equator runs through the middle, the Galactic
anti-centre is in the centre of the plot. The contour level is at a hydrogen column density of

2 ! 1018 cm" 2. The names of the main complexes (from ref. 9) are indicated. HVC
complex C is highlighted; the darkest pixels correspond to a column density of
1 ! 1020 cm" 2. The position of Markarian 290 is indicated (Mrk290).

Table 1 Systematic errors in the determination of the sulphur abundance

Effect Relevant observational quantity Observed value Possible range Difference in derived abundance
...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
Geometry See below −0.012 to +0.000
Temperature I([S II])/I(H#) 0.03 0.10–0.01 −0.003 to +0.002
Saturation FWHM (km s−1) 15 14–10 −0.000 to +0.009
Ionization N(S2+)/N(S+) in H+ region 0.5 0.0–0.7 −0.006 to +0.003
H# fine structure I(H#) (Rayleigh) 0.187 0.094–0.280 −0.003 to +0.004
Component structure N(H I) (1018 cm−2) 92 92–53 −0.000 to +0.060
Distance D (kpc) 10 25–5 −0.009 to +0.004
...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
Add linearly −0.033 to +0.082
Add in quadrature (=3j) −0.017 to +0.061
...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
The geometry is usually assumed to be a neutral core and ionized envelope with constant density. Alternatives include a gaussian density profile in the line-of-sight and/or constant partial ionization. A full-
width at half-maximum (FWHM) of 10 km s−1 is the minimum line width consistent with the equivalent width errors. S2+ only occurs where hydrogen is ionized; in diffuse ionized gas the ratio N(S2+)N(S) is
typically $!0.5 (ref. 27). SI l1262.86 is not detected, yielding a lower limit N!S"#=N!S; tot# % 0:4; however, S0 has low abundance in the diffuse ISM10, as it has a low ionization potential (10.4 eV). The
possible range in H# emission allows for structure on small angular scales. The largest uncertainty is associated with the component structure, as the S II spectrum does not show separate absorptions at
the velocities of the two H I components. If the S II absorption were only associated with the −138 km s−1 H I component (and if we associate half of the H# emission with it), the implied sulphur abundance
would be 0.15 times solar. The final systematic error is calculated by summing in quadrature the maximum changes associated with the listed effects. Even if all systematic effects were to work in the same
direction, the sulphur abundance must still be in the range 0.06–0.17 times solar to be compatible with the measurements.
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nant ionization stage in neutral and weakly photoionized gas10, such
as exists in complex C. It is assumed that the heavy elements occur in
the same proportions in the HVC as in stars. Previously, only
depleted elements had been observed in HVCs9, except in one
cloud which is associated with the Magellanic stream11 and not
currently falling in.

A good abundance determination requires as a reference the total
(neutral plus ionized) hydrogen column density. As the S II absorp-
tion takes place in a pencil-beam path through the HVC, the
hydrogen should be measured at the highest-possible angular
resolution. The neutral component was found by combining data
from the Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope (WSRT; 2! beam)
and the Effelsberg telescope (9! beam). Figure 2d shows the
combined spectrum, Fig. 2e shows the Effelsberg spectrum sepa-
rately. H! emission from ionized hydrogen was observed using the
Wisconsin H! Mapper (WHAM12; Fig. 2g), although only at 1"
resolution. To determine the average ionized fraction, an H I

spectrum at 1" resolution was created by averaging four spectra
from the Leiden-Dwingeloo survey13 (Fig. 2f). We also used WHAM
to set a limit to the [S II] 6,716 Å emission line (Fig. 2h).

We derive physical parameters by assuming a distance and a
geometry, that is, a density and ionization structure in the sightline.
Using the intensity ratio I([S II])/I(H!) to estimate the tempera-
ture then allows us to convert the H! emission measure to an H+

column density14. We find a sulphur abundance A!S" # 0:089"
0:024$0:020

# 0:005 times the solar value15, a total hydrogen density
n # 0:08 " 0:01 !D=10 kpc"# 0:5 cm # 3, an ionization fraction N!H$"=
N!H; tot" # 17 " 5$7

# 1%, a temperature T # 7;300 " 900$1;500
# 1;000 K,

and a thermal pressure P # 580 " 130 " 130
!D=10 kpc"# 0:5 K cm # 3. Here, D is the distance to the cloud. The
first 1j error comes from the statistical error in the observations.
The second is the 1j systematic error, as summarized in Table 1.

To show that complex C is associated with the Milky Way requires
an estimate of its distance. We have derived a lower limit16 of 5 kpc
(that is, $3 kpc above the Galactic disk). A definite upper limit is
not known, but plausible arguments can be made that complex C is
relatively nearby. First, it has large angular size (20" % 90"). Second,
if the H+ is produced by high-energy photons escaping the disk,
then H! brightness is a measure of height above the Galactic plane.
Complex C has an H! brightness comparable to that of another
HVC which has a distance of 4–10 kpc (ref. 17). Third, we can
assume pressure equilibrium between hot gas in the Galactic halo
and the HVC, deriving the external pressure from the observed
temperature and density of the X-ray halo18, combined with a semi-
empirical halo model19. This yields 7 kpc, but up to 25 kpc is
compatible with 1j errors on the parameters. We note that for a
velocity of 50–100 km s−1 relative to the surrounding halo gas
(below the sound speed of !120 km s−1 at T # 106 K), the ram
pressure is a factor of 7–2 less than the thermal pressure.

We derive a mass of 6:2 % 106 !D=10 kpc"2M! for complex C
(where M! is the solar mass), assuming no molecular hydrogen20,
constant N(H+)/N(H,tot), and a 28% mass fraction of helium.
Using the possible range of its vertical velocity, and dividing the
mass by the time to impact gives an associated mass flow of 0.002–
0.004 (D/10 kpc)−1 M! yr−1 kpc−2, or 0.08–0.19 (D/10 kpc) M! yr−1.
To solve the G-dwarf problem, models require an inflow of gas with
one-tenth solar metallicity at a current rate2 of 0.004 M! yr−1 kpc−2,
similar to the rate associated with complex C. To get the required
total infall of !1 M! yr−1, there should be 5–10 (D/10 kpc)−1 similar
objects around the Milky Way; several other HVCs are obvious
candidates (see Fig. 1).

Given the position, velocity and metallicity of complex C, what
can we say about its origin? It is not possible that it originated in the
Galactic disk at galactocentric distances less than about 15 kpc (the
Sun is at 8 kpc), as part of a Galactic fountain21. In that case, near-
solar metallicity is expected. It is also unlikely that it originated in
the outer disk. The lowest observed sulphur abundance there is 0.11
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Figure 2 Spectra on or centred on Markarian 290, aligned in velocity. Vertical lines are
drawn at velocities (km s−1) of −138, −115 and 0 relative to the local standard of rest
(LSR). The first two components belong to the HVC, complex C, whereas the low-velocity
component corresponds to gas near the Sun; the HVC approaches about 100 km s−1

faster than can easily be understood from differential galactic rotation. Panels a and b
show two of the three S II absorption lines, observed with the Goddard High-Resolution
Spectrograph (GHRS), after normalization to the continuum (15 km s−1 velocity resolution;
the 1,250 Å line is confused with absorption intrinsic to Markarian 290. Equivalent widths
were converted to column density using the best f-values, and assuming an intrinsic full-
width at half-maximum (FWHM) of 15 km s−1 based on the resolved Ca II lines. The values
for the 1,253 and 1,259 Å lines were weighted by the signal-to-noise ratio in the
continuum to derive N!S$" # !1:68 " 0:35" % 1014 cm# 2. c, Ca II spectrum observed
with the William Herschel Telescope (WHT), from ref. 13, at 6 km s−1 velocity resolution.
d–f, HI spectrum observed with different beams, at 1 km s−1 velocity resolution. The 2!
spectrum (d) yields N!H I" # !91:7 " 7:2" % 1018 cm# 2 toward Mrk290, the 9!
spectrum (e) shows the component structure, while the 1" spectrum (f,
N!H I" # !70:6 " 4:0" % 1018 cm# 2, from the Leiden-Dwingeloo Survey, LDS) is
compared to the H! data to derive the ionization fraction. g, H! spectrum (12 km s−1

velocity resolution, observed with the Wisconsin H! Mapper, WHAM), showing an HVC
intensity of 0:187 " 0:01 R (1 rayleigh is 106/4p photons cm−2 s−1 sr−1). This combines
separate 20-min (v & # 50 km s# 1) and 30-s (v $ # 100 km s# 1) integrations; the
feature at about +20 km s−1 is fixed-pattern noise. h, [S II] 6,716 of spectrum (12 km s−1

velocity resolution), in which the HVC is not detected, overlaid with a curve for which
I!%S IIÿ"=I!H!" # 0:03. We derive a limit I!%S II"=I!H!" & 0:1 !3j". For Galactic disk gas
with solar abundances, this ratio is typically !0.3, with a minimum of !0.2 (ref. 27).
Since for complex C the ratio N(S+)/N(H0) is !0.1 solar, an emission ratio !0.03 is
expected, consistent with our non-detection.

Complex C 
absorption 
in S II

(S/H)complex C ~ 0.09 x (S/H)⊙

Wakker+ (1999) 

Subsequent observations and analyses give values
 

(S/H)complex C ~ [0.15 to 0.33] x (S/H)⊙

(Gibson+ 2001; Tripp+ 2003; Collins+ 2007; Shull+ 2011)



Milky Way HVCs: recycled fountain matter
Zech+ (2008)

Not all the gas is coming in...and not all of 
it has low metallicities.

*Also observed in C II, C IV, Si II, Si III, Fe II, Al II, S III

Messier 5: (l,b)=(3˚, 48˚);  d~7.5 kpc, z~5.3 kpc

x

Zech+ (2008) identified an HVC along a sight line 
toward the inner Galaxy globular cluster Messier 5 
with super-solar metallicity:

[O/H] = +0.22 ± 0.10

log N(H I) = 16.50±0.06

See Keeney+ (2006) for HVCs near Galactic bulge...



HI emission observations: A bias view of the Galactic sky

Sembach+95,99 Lehner+01

 H I emission observations have a sensitivity cut-off determined by the depth of the 
observations and limitation of radio observations. 



UV observations of the Galactic sky

H I 21cm Emission
FUSE O VI Absorption

Sembach et al. 2003
Fox et al. 2006

Covering fraction: 60% – 85% of sky covered at N(H+) ≥ 1018 cm-2 (for SMC metallicity)



UV observations of the Galactic sky

STIS Si III AbsorptionShull et al. 2009, Collins et al. 2009
(see also Richter et al. 2009 for CaII observations)



High%Velocity-Clouds-as-Streams-of-Gas-in-the-Halo-of-the-Milky-Way!
Nicolas(Lehner,(J.(Chris(Howk((University(of(Notre(Dame)(

(((A.J.(Fox((STScI),(C.(Thom((STScI),(T.M.(Tripp((UMass),(J.(Tumlinson!(STScI)!!

Support(for(this(research(was(provided(by(NASA(through(grants(HSTJGOJ(11592.01JA,(
GOJ11598.01,(and(GOJ11741.01JA(from(the(Space(Telescope(Science(InsUtute.(

For!more!informa,on:!!
Lehner,!N.!et!al.!2012,!MNRAS,!submi?ed![arXiv:1203.2626]!
Lehner,!N.!&!Howk,!J.C!2011,!Science,!344,!955!
Lehner,!N.!&!Howk,!J.C.!2010,!ApJ,!709,!L138!

Without!a!source!of!new!gas,!our!galaxy!would!exhaust! its!supply!
of! gas! through! the! forma,on! of! stars.! Ionized! and! neutral! gas!
clouds!observed!at!high!velocity!may!be!a!reservoir!of!such!gas,!but!
their! distances! are! key! for! placing! them! in! the! galac,c! halo! and!
unraveling! their! role.! We! have! developed! a! novel! and! powerful!
method! to! sta,s,cally! constrain! the! distance! of! the! en,re! HVC!
popula,on.! This! was! done! by! comparing! the! UV! absorp,on! line!
detec,on!rates!of!high]velocity!clouds!(HVCs,!|vLSR|>90!km!s−1!)! in!
HST!COS!and!STIS! spectra!of! stars! (distance! limited)!and!AGN! (no!
distance!limit).!If!the!covering!factors!in!the!“distance]limited”!and!
“no]distance! limit”! sample! are! the! same,! then!most! of! the! HVCs!
are!within!the!distances!of!the!stars.!!!
!
We! therefore! blindly! search! for! HVC! absorp,on! in! the!
foreground!of!galac,c!stars!and!AGN.!We!find!that!HVCs!with!90!≤!
|vLSR|≤170!km!s−1!have!similar!covering!factors,!and!hence!most!of!
these!are!within!about!one!galac,c!radius!(5]15!kpc)!of!the!sun!and!
have!enough!mass!to!maintain!star!forma,on.!
!
VHVCs! with! |vLSR|>! 170km! s−1! are! largely! associated! with! the!
Magellanic!Stream!at!b!<!0°!and!its!leading!arm!at!b!>!0°!as!well!as!
other! large! known! H! I! complexes.! We! conclude! there! is! no!
evidence!in!the!Local!Group!that!any!galaxy!shows!a!popula,on!of!
HVCs! extending! much! farther! away! than! 50! kpc! from! its! host,!
except!possibly!for!those!tracing!remnants!of!galaxy!interac,on.!

Covering(factors(for(the(HVCs(and(VHVCs:!(a)!comparison!between!
the!H!I!emission!(N(H!I)! limited)!and!UV!absorp,on!(“any!N(H!I)”!
means! N(H! I)<1015! cm−2! to! N(H! I)>1020! cm−2)! samples;! (b)!
comparison! the! covering! factors! determined! from! the! AGN! and!
stellar! samples! (d>3! kpc,! |z|>3! kpc);! (c)! VHVC! covering! factor!
from!the!AGN!and!stellar!samples.!

IllustraUon(showing(the(largeJscale(flows(of(gas(in(the(Milky(Way(
hot(halo.((
These!COS!and!STIS!observa,ons!demonstrate! that!a! large!mass!
of! clouds! is! falling! through! the! giant! halo! of! our! Milky! Way,!
fueling! its! ongoing! star! forma,on.! These! clouds! contain! enough!
material! to!make! 10]100×106!M.! Some!of! this! ! gas! is! recycled!
material! that! is! con,nually! being! replenished! by! star! forma,on!
and! the!explosive!energy!of! novae!and! supernovae.!Others!may!
come!from!the!IGM!or!gas]rich!dwarf!galaxies.!

Aitoff(projecUon(map(of(the(survey(direcUons(for(AGN((circles)(and(
stars((stars).((
The!AGN!and!stars!were!selected!in!the!same!manner.!!
The!same!technique!was!used!to!search!for!HVC!absorp,on!in!the!UV!
stellar!and!AGN!spectra.!!
The!spa,al!distribu,on!of!!AGN!and!stars!are!similar.!
!These!sa,sfied!requirements!allow!us!to!directly!compare!the!
covering!factors!of!the!HVCs!in!the!stellar!and!AGN!samples.!!
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Lehner+ (2012), Lehner & Howk (2011)

High velocity clouds: New COS results



Examples of HVC absorption in stellar spectra

Lehner & Howk 10,11 - Zech, Lehner, Howk+08 



About 70% of the high latitude 
sky is covered with high 
velocity metal  ion absorption.

Because the covering factor is 
so high, any random sight line 
to objects more distant than 
the majority of the HVCs will 
have a high chance of showing 
absorption.

Comparing the covering factor 
of AGN sight lines with that for 
stellar sight lines can show 
what fraction of the low H I 
column density HVCs are 
within ~5-15 kpc of the sun 
(z ~ 10 kpc).

A statistical measure of HVC distances
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stars((stars).((
The!AGN!and!stars!were!selected!in!the!same!manner.!!
The!same!technique!was!used!to!search!for!HVC!absorp,on!in!the!UV!
stellar!and!AGN!spectra.!!
The!spa,al!distribu,on!of!!AGN!and!stars!are!similar.!
!These!sa,sfied!requirements!allow!us!to!directly!compare!the!
covering!factors!of!the!HVCs!in!the!stellar!and!AGN!samples.!!
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Lehner+ (2012), Lehner & Howk (2011)

Only possible thanks to the high  COS sensitivity: 

1 HST orbit per star
. 



Lehner+ (2012), Lehner & Howk (2011)

A statistical measure of HVC distances

The detection rates toward AGNs (~infinite distance) and stars are indistinguishable.  
Thus, the absorbing HVCs are at d < 5–15 kpc and z < 6-10 kpc.

The mass of the population is MHVC ~ (0.2 – 2.0)x108 M⊙ giving an infall rate of ~ 0.4 
– 1.0 M⊙ yr-1(see also Shull+ 2009).

90 < |vLSR| < 170 km/s |vLSR| > 170  km/s

Warning:
This doesn’t 
really constraint 
compact HVCs.



NEUTRAL AND IONIZED HVCs IN 3D SPACE

Figure from Putman+12

Several HVCs seen in UV absorption are the extended ionized halos of their neutral 
counterparts.



Very high-velocity Galactic sky

The VHVCs are not 
randomly distributed on 
the Galactic sky and 
appear mostly to be 
associated to known large 
structures. 

**We might miss a population of 
compact HVCs with very small 
angular scales at very large 
distances (or that they may be 
confused with the more nearby 
VHVCs).

Lehner+12



New problem: Extended hot Galactic halo? 
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Most HVCs are within 5-15 kpc, including the OVI HVCs.



New problem: Extended hot Galactic halo? 

Putman+ (2003)d ~ 50-70 kpc

Magellanic stream is probably the best evidence for an extended hot Galaxy halo.



HVCs are found in other galaxies 

Accretion onto Spiral Galaxies

M 31

Thilker et al. (2004)

Disk gas
HVCs

High velocity clouds are found several  galaxies



Sancisi+ (2008)
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Fig. 7 Examples of extra-planar gas complexes around nearby galaxies. From top:
High-Velocity Clouds in the Milky Way, extra-planar gas features in M 31 and
NGC891. The bottom panels show two massive H I filaments in NGC2403 and
M33.

16 Renzo Sancisi et al.

Table 2 Extra-planar gas in spiral galaxies

Galaxy Type incl vflat MHIhalo

MHIhalo

MHItot

Ref.

(deg) ( kms!1) (108
M") (%)

Milky Way Sb - 220 > 0.2 > 1a [141]
M31 Sb 77 226 > 0.3 > 1 [127]
NGC891 Sb 90 230 12 30 [85]
NGC6946 Scd 38 175 >2.9 >4 [15]
NGC4559 Scd 67 120 5.9 11 [4]
NGC2403 Scd 63 130 3 10 [37]
UGC7321 Sd 88 110 >

!
0.1 >

!
1 [77]

NGC2613 Sb !80 !300 4.4b 5 [27]
NGC253 Sc !75 !185 0.8 3 [14]

a Only HVCs (IVCs not included); b from sum of the various extra-planar clouds.

3.1.1 Milky Way

The High-Velocity Clouds (HVCs) of neutral hydrogen in our galaxy [140]
(see also recent review by Van Woerden et al. (2004) [137]) (Fig.7, top panel)
have been considered since their discovery as possible direct evidence for
infalling gas. The lack of information on their distances and therefore on
their masses has been, however, a major obstacle. It has even been proposed
that they are a population of clouds in the Local Group of Galaxies [11].
Recently it has been possible, through the study of absorption lines in the
spectra of stars, to set distance brackets on some of the largest and more
massive clouds like complex A (8!10 kpc, [138]) and complex C (3.7!11.2
kpc, [141]). For this latter, the conclusion is that it must be located high
above the Galactic plane (z=3!9 kpc) and at a Galactocentric radius R<14
kpc. Its mass estimate is 3! 14" 106 M!, its metallicity is 0.15 times solar.
Such low metallicities, also found for other HVCs [138], establish that most
of this gas must be fairly pristine and hence of external origin (from gas-
rich dwarfs or intergalactic clouds) and not ejected from the disk. The mass
inflow is estimated at 0.1!0.25 M! yr"1, including ionized hydrogen and a
40% contribution from helium. The masses and sizes of these HVC complexes
are similar to those of the filaments found in NGC 891 and in NGC2403 and
reported below. The Intermediate-Velocity Clouds (IVCs) form a component
closer to the Galactic layer. It is now clear that IVCs and HVCs are a halo
population of the Milky Way, analogous to the gaseous halos found in external
galaxies. Indeed, seen from outside, the halo of our galaxy (IVCs included)
might well look like the halos of NGC 891 and NGC 2403.

3.1.2 M31

H I observations with the Green Bank Telescope (GBT) by Thilker et al.
(2004) [127] have revealed a population of faint H I clouds (at least 20) sur-
rounding M 31 within 50 kpc of its disk (Fig. 7, middle left) and with radial
velocities comparable to those of the outer disk rotation. The masses of these

High-Velocity Clouds in M 83 19

Fig. 10.— The H I column density map for M 83, showing the locations of the detected AVCs. The shapes indicate the projected spatial
extent of each AVC out to 1-! in H I column density (5!1018 cm!2). The large gray circles indicate the primary beam sensitivity. The
column density is in units of 1020 cm!2.

column densities reported in Table 6 have been corrected
for this e!ect.

A number of the AVCs have fluxes or velocity structure
in the p-v plots that suggest they are spurious. From a
“by-eye” analysis, we estimate that eight of these features
(AVCs 1–8) are real detections and the remainder are
not. Below we describe specific properties of individual
AVCs, grouping them according to similar distribution
and attributes. For completeness, we include features
thought to be spurious, although these are excluded in
our discussion in Section 6.
AVC 1
This source is the brightest and most massive AVC de-
tected, with M = 1.5!107 M!. Centered 2 kpc from the
dynamical center of M 83, AVC 1 is also the only discrete
clump projected over the inner H I disk. The intensity
map and p-v plots show that it is spatially resolved and
extended in velocity, with a deviation velocity vdev = 51
km s"1 and line width of 29 km s"1 FWHM. The mea-
sured line width is likely only accurate near the emission
peak, as the p-v slices display a connection in velocity
to the underlying disk emission. The projected intensity
map supports this idea, with a secondary maximum pro-
jecting to the south, where the cold disk approaches the

velocity of the cloud. The characteristics of this AVC
are consistent with material flowing into or out of the
disk, although the lack of spatial information along the
line of sight complicates conclusions about the source’s
z height.

The moment and dynamical maps described in Section
4.2 clearly show emission from this feature (see Figures
8 and 9). The peak of the emission can be seen 1.5# west
and 1.5# north of center in Figure 8a.
AVCs 2, 4
These two clumps are close together in projection at a ra-
dius of about 5 kpc (near the edge of the inner disk), yet
they di!er greatly in their other characteristics. AVC
2 is bright, massive (M = 7!106 M!) and extended
(" = 2.8 sq. arcmin, l = 7 kpc), while AVC 4 is less
massive (M = 1!106 M!) and barely resolved (largest
linear extent l = 3.3 kpc). In addition, the deviation ve-
locities of these clumps are quite di!erent, with AVC 2
at high relative velocity (vdev = "41 km s"1) and AVC
4 at low relative velocity (vdev = 113 km s"1). The line
widths are similar, but the emission of AVC 2 appears
to blend with the disk velocity. Emission from AVC 4
also blends kinematically with the disk, but the peak is
more clearly separated, as can be seen in the velocity

Miller+ (2009)
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Fig. 14.— The optical M 83 image overlaid with the locations of the H I AVCs.

Below we describe possible counterparts and limits to
the optical surface brightness for the individual AVCs.
We discuss these limits in the context of other deep op-
tical studies in Section 6.2.
AVCs 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 8
These AVCS are all projected over the bright optical disk.
The bright cores of AVCs 1 and 2 are projected on spiral
arms, appearing to trace the shape of the arms, although
this is possibly due to the method used to detect and de-
lineate the H I clumps. The optical light coincident with
AVC 1 peaks at 20.4 r! mag per square arcsec, exclud-
ing the bright star clusters in the spiral arms, and falls
o! to 22.1 r! mag per square arcsec in the outer part of
the clump. Likewise, the core of AVC 2 is projected on
a bright spiral arm, with µr! = 20.7 r! mag per square
arcsec. The optical light falls to 24.5 r! mag per square
arcsec in the outer regions of this extended H I clump.
While these AVCs align with spiral arms that contain
star clusters, the spatial resolution of the H I data is in-
su"cient to draw direct comparisons between AVC and
star cluster morphology.

The other two AVCs within the inner disk, AVCs 3
and 4, have no obvious small-scale optical counterparts
aside from stars. The inner edge of AVC 4 coincides with
the outer edge of a spiral arm, although this is again
likely due to the searching and masking technique we
have employed. AVC 3 is projected on a disruption in

the H I disk, but no evidence of such a feature is seen in
the optical data.

Clumps 7 and 8 are projected further out, over the
south and north edge of the extended stellar envelope.
The underlying surface brightnesses in these regions is
25.4 and 24.4 r! mag per square arcsec, respectively.
There are no small-scale optical features, aside from
stars, down to the detection limit of about 27 r! mag
per square arcsec.
AVCs 5, 6, 9, 11, 13
The majority of the large-radius AVCs contain only stars
within the lowest H I contour. Clumps 5 and 6 are iso-
lated from bright stars, but AVCs 9, 11 and 13 lie in the
wings of very bright stars. As a result, much of the light
in these regions is masked out to determine the surface
brightness, and the amount of flux below a limiting mag-
nitude of about 26 r! mag per square arcsec is poorly
constrained. There is no evidence for emission down to
this level, however.
AVCs 10, 12, 14
These three AVCs are positioned on or near optical fea-
tures that could be related. AVC 10 is projected 1.5!

northwest of an object with a galactic light profile. The
contours of AVC 14 contain a similar object. Both ob-
jects are smaller than the extent of the AVCs, although
the H I clumps are unresolved. Given their apparent
size, it is likely that these optical sources are background

M 83

“Anomalous” velocity gas is common around other galaxies



HVCs toward LMC: Evidence for outflow in a dwarf galaxy

Large (> 106 M⊙) 
HVC complex 
that is linked to 
stellar feedback 
occurring in a 
dwarf spiral galaxy.

But all the HVCs in the Local group are within about 15-50 kpc (except possibly the 
Magellanic Stream, but that could a pretty unique feature, see Putman+12). 

What are the higher redshift analogs? 

Lehner & Howk 2007, Lehner+09



Near future: Studying the fall of HVCs onto the Galactic disk
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Approved Cycle 20 program: COS/STIS observations of lower z-height stars. 

Are the Milky Way's High Velocity Clouds Fuel for Star Formation or for the Galactic 
Corona?



Near future: Metallicity “map” of the HI HVCs



Future beyond HST (?) 

HVC absorption study in other galaxies beyond the Milky Way and LMC/SMC
Need even more sensitive UV spectrograph

Tomography in the UV of the HVCs (CII, CIV, OI, OVI), their metallicity. 

Accretion onto Spiral Galaxies

M 31

Thilker et al. (2004)

Disk gas
HVCs

High velocity clouds are found several  galaxies Transforming mission/instrument: FUSE and COS 
   - hundreds of background targets, wavelength, 
resolution, S/N

Important instruments: STIS (GHRS) (metallicity, 
ionization structure). 

HI Hα Bagger+12

Complex A



• UV spectroscopy has transformed our 
understanding of the large-scale flows 
through the Galaxy halo. 

Summary

• In the near future, we should have a 
better idea of the metall icity 
distribution and if/how HVCs can 
reach the galactic disk.

• In the future, we should aim  to study the 
HVCs (gas flows) in the local group of 
galaxies of different masses or stellar 
activities. 
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